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EDITOR COMMENTS
Have you wondered why you
can use a website or an app
on your iPad or iPhone?
W h a t ’s t h e d i ﬀ e r e n c e
between them? And is it
better to use one rather than
the other? I have. If you're
curious, read the article on
pages 9 – 11 of this
Newsletter. It's written from
the viewpoint of a provider,
but it will answer your
questions as a user.

JANUARY LOCATION
NOT OUR USUAL!!
We will meet at Hershey’s
Mill Community Center. It’s
oﬀ Greenhill Road,
somewhat northeast of
West Chester and south of
Frazer. See the MLMUG
website for directions.

SATURDAY OF THE MONTH

INTRO TO PODCASTS
Our main presenter at Saturday’s meeting will be Mark Bazrod
who will discuss podcasts, including what they are, why it’s
great to watch or hear them, where and how to get them,
what podcasts are available, TED talks (a must for any
intelligent person), and more.
There are thousands of podcasts available on just about any
subject (well, at least most subjects).
If podcasts aren’t part of your life, here’s the chance to add something
interesting, entertaining and educational to your day. If podcasts are part of
your life, there just might be some interesting tidbits for you.
Mark took his first computer courses in the Stone Age, 1956, has been
involved in leasing computers since 1968, and has been active in the
leasing industry as a board member, speaker, and committee chairman. In
1992 his company was one of the first to lease computer software to users.
He bought his first Apple computer around 1978 and currently uses an iMac
and an iPad as his main computers. He is a member of the Board of
MLMUG, its Recording Secretary, and its Newsletter Editor.
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Typical Meeting Agenda
9:00 - 9:05: Call to order in main meeting
room.
9:05 - 10:05: Three Concurrent Special
Interest Groups (SIGs) convene in
separate rooms. The three current
SIGs are:
Newer Users- We cover the most
basic questions you may have about
your Mac/iDevices and how to use
them.
Multimedia - We discuss using your
Mac/iDevices and applications for
photo, video, audio, and print media.
OS - We go beyond basics to
discuss Apple’s current operating
systems, using your Macs &
iDevices, & various applications, &
have Q&A.

MLMUG Email list
The Main Line Macintosh Users
Group has its own email list.
Compose your letter and email it to
mlmug@yahoogroups.com and
your message will be sent to
everyone on the mailing list.
Posting to this list is restricted to
MLMUG members. Contact Bob
Barton if you are a member and
you are not on the list.
Please observe rules of etiquette.
See the Yahoo Groups Terms of
Service. The MLMUG list may be
used to post Apple/Macintoshrelated items for sale, but any
solicitation of members through
the list is forbidden without the
written consent of a MLMUG
oﬃcer. The list is hosted at Yahoo
Groups.
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New Users SIG
You don’t have to wait a whole month to
get answers to your basic Mac questions!
Get together with other members on the
fourth Saturday (i.e., two weeks after each
regular meeting) for the Startup Folder Lite.
Many new users have said that they can
learn much more from face-to-face
meetings than they do from manuals or
other sources. That’s what this meeting is
all about. Go to www.mlmug.org/nusfl.html
for details.
Macintosh Programming SIG/
Philly Mac Programming Group
The objective of this group is to help
members become more familiar with the
concepts of Macintosh and iOS
programming, i.e., the elements of the
Macintosh GUI, user interaction, file
system, etc., and the main Mac
programming tools: AppleScript, Java, C,
and Objective C.
The Philly Mac Programming SIG meets at
10:30 AM on the first Saturday of each
month, but usually skips January and July.
Contact Deivy Petrescu, Chair, for venue
information. www.phillymacprog.org. The
next meeting will probably be at Ludington
Library in Bryn Mawr.

10:05 - 10:15: Continuation of Q&A for all
attendees.
10:15 - 10:30: Welcome and other business.
10:30 - 11:50: Main Presentation (by a
member or guest)
11:50 - Noon: Raffles and silent auctions.
Come join some fellow MLMUG members
for lunch after the meeting at a nearby
restaurant.
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Membership Information
Membership dues are $25 for individuals and $35 for
families. Memberships are based on your anniversary
date, which is the month you joined. You will be emailed reminders when membership fee is due.
If you’re just visiting to check us out, or if you’ve
been visiting for some time, but haven’t joined,
consider these BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP:
• Monthly meetings, where you can learn, share,
a n d m e e t e v e r y o n e f ro m w o r k i n g M a c
professionals to new Mac users from all
backgrounds.
• Monthly newsletter, which is full of interesting
Mac news, tips, and information.
• Useful free items at the monthly Raﬄes.
• Discounts. Vendors oﬀer special prices to User
Group members.
• Web Site with 12 months of MLMUG
newsletters, meeting information, a member
directory, directions to our meetings, and much
more! Our web site is www.mlmug.org.
• MLMUG Mailing List, to post technical
questions or comments to each other and the
experts within the group.
• Reviewers keep items reviewed.
Are you ready to join? Please make a check
payable to MLMUG and bring it to a monthly
meeting or mail it to:
Treasurer, MLMUG
P.O. Box 1374
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Bookmarks

2- Keep the files on 2 diﬀerent media types.
1- Keep 1 copy oﬀsite (outside your home or business).

Backup Strategies

Does the strategy sound too elaborate? I don't think so. Onsite
backups are handy if a file is destroyed or a previous version is
needed. Onsite backup is also handy if your hard disk is destroyed
or lost because of fire, power surge, etc. An oﬀsite backup is a
lifesaver if your Mac and backup copies are all destroyed because
of a catastrophe.

By Mark Bazrod
We have all been told we should back up our
Macs. Most of us have probably heard we need two backup
copies. But how many of us have heard of the 3-2-1 Backup
Strategy? It's rather simple and should be followed if possible,
even though it involves an oﬀsite copy of files. However, you
should recognize that you will have to spend a fair amount of time
investigating what online backup services are best for you. You
might start with Data Backup Options, written by Ruggiero and
Heckathorn for the U.S. Department of Homeland Security. It’s
available at tinyurl.com/c88vka6.

Why online backup?
I do not and would not use an online storage service or a backup
service as my only backup. There are too many factors outside my
control.
What files should you backup online? Upload speeds are slow and
it can take days or even weeks to do the initial upload of the files
you want backed up. You can just do online backup for your data
files and rely on your monthly local backups for the operating
system and applications. That means you are not totally secure,
but If you don't need to be powered up 24/7, then it might be a
worthwhile risk. Even that risk can be substantially eliminated if
you backup the operating system and applications to a separate
drive and leave it with a friend or relative.

Why Backup?
You should backup at least some files because experts say that all
hard drives will eventually fail and it's just a question of when. Well,
not quite. I think it's more precise to say that you don't want to
take the risk that your hard drive will unexpectedly fail at some
point. The question is whether you will be prepared when that
disaster strikes.

My Current Strategy
I use Apple's Time Machine and Shirt Pocket's SuperDuper
software.

Should you backup all your files or just your data? If you are
comfortable re-installing your operating system, applications, and
customizations, you can save a lot of disk space by backing up
only your data. I'm not, so I backup everything. I suspect most
people are in the same situation. With inexpensive 1 TB drives
being the norm, it's easy to backup all files and to do it several
times.

I use Time Machine to automatically perform hourly backup of all
the my files to an external drive. I can restore individual files,
previous versions of files, or even a full copy of all files if there is a
catastrophe.
A good rule of thumb is that the Time Machine hard drive should
be about twice the size of the files you will be backing up. The
larger the hard drive, the more data you can store and the further
back in time you have access to your data. Time Machine ignores

3-2-1 Backup Strategy
3- Keep 3 copies of any important file: 1 primary & 2 backups.
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much cheaper so it is inexpensive to make and keep several
clones.
Which online backup service should you use?

I use SuperDuper to daily backup all files to a diﬀerent external
hard drive. Not only can I restore the latest version of a file (but not
a prior version), but I have a bootable copy of all my files which I
can immediately access if my internal hard drive fails. Carbon
Copy Cloner is another excellent program for this purpose.

There is not a short and simple answer to this question. An answer
would take pages. I suggest you go to an extended review by
Glenn Fleishman of a number of the online backup services. Online
Backup Services was posted to macworld.com in November 2015
at tinyurl.com/7zgsp53. I would note that he has been using Mozy
for years and CrashPlan for some months. Bob Levitus also uses
CrashPlan. Glenn’s buying advice is:

I haven't seen anything suggesting the size of a SuperDuper hard
drive, but I'm inclined to use something in the neighborhood of 1.5
to 2 times the size of the data being backed up (not the size of
your internal hard drive). You will be doing incremental backups so
the size of your SuperDuper files will be approximately the size of
your internal hard drive. SuperDuper calls this Backup - all files.

“Price is always an issue, coupled with ease of use. CrashPlan
gets the highest marks for interface design, simplicity, options,
and cost for two or more computers. CrashPlan also adds
desktop and personal remote backup (to other computers you
own or to those of your friends) in the same software at no
extra cost. (An upgrade to CrashPlan+ adds a handful of
features for desktop backup.)

If you can aﬀord it, try using external hard drives which support all
three common interfaces (USB, FireWire, and eSATA). Multiple
interface support means you can use the external hard drive to
restore not only to your current Mac, but most other Macs.

For those who want to mount a backup drive locally, and who
want more precise control over every tiny aspect of backups—
and who have relatively small backup sets—Jungle Disk
provides odd software but all the options you could ever need.
For 50GB of stored backups, the cost is $7.50 in storage; for
truly large backup sets, an unlimited option is the only choice.”

My Strategic Additions
A clone is a complete image of your hard drive which can not be
modified. On the other hand, a system image, although it is also a
copy of your hard drive, can be incrementally modified to include
changes in files. SuperDuper can make a system image.

A cloud storage service is not a cloud backup service. Dropbox,
Box, Google Drive and others were not designed as backup
services and although their services have expanded significantly in
the past several years, they are not a good idea to consider for
backup. You should read Robert Shelton's article, Stop Cloud Files
Stores As A Backup Strategy, posted at simple-talk.com in 2014 at
tinyurl.com/pyhc59w. It’s very worthwhile reading. For example:

So how should I now improve my backup strategy?
First, I’ll do the research, select an online backup service, and start
an oﬀsite backup of all of my files except for the operating system
and applications. If it works out as expected, then I’ll add the
operating system and applications.
Second, I’ll make a clone of my Mac once a month and keep at
least two or three of the last clones in the event my Mac is in fact
infected. I am inclined to put the clones on a separate hard drive,
apart from the normal SuperDuper backup. Hard disks have gotten

“A backup solution archives your data and keeps it safe in the
event the unthinkable occurs—flood, fire, theft, malware,
system meltdown, someone doing something really dumb. It
can happen. It will happen. It’s just a matter of time. Unlike a
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“With proper archiving, your photos, videos, and other digital
memorabilia could last a long time. Archive your valuable files
about once a year, saving them to long-lasting media manually.
Make multiple copies of the backups, and check to confirm
that you can read them on another computer. Keep a copy for
yourself and send others to relatives. Consider putting one in a
safe deposit box.

“Services such as CrashPlan, Carbonite, Backblaze, ZipCloud,
and Amazon Glacier all oﬀer cloud-based services that let you
back up your files to their data centers (or the ones they lease).
You upload copies of your files via the Internet to their servers,
where data is protected against loss, corruption, and security
breaches.”

The media must be unerasable: Media and mechanicals must
be separate: The media must be inexpensive: The media must
be ubiquitous:The media must be robust: It needs to survive for
decades. CD-Rs, DVD-Rs, and DVD+Rs meet the first four
criteria, but--despite various claims of longevity based on
laboratory aging--no one knows how robust they'll be in the
long run. Your best bets among optical discs are relatively
expensive archival discs such as Delkin's Archival Gold,
Kodak's Gold Preservation, and MAM-A's Archive Gold. You
should store the discs in jewel cases, upright, away from direct
sunlight, humidity, and extreme temperatures.”

“..prices have come down considerably, with Amazon’s Glacier
undercutting all the rest. At a penny a gigabyte, the service is
practically nothing when compared to the old days of online
storage. “
Glenn also recommends that you encrypt your online backups.
tinyurl.com/z6kt5qt. And make sure that they are stored in an
encrypted fashion.
Summary
In short, the location of my files will be as follows. This structure is
likely to be appropriate for you too.
Mac - all files.
Separate hard drive - Time Machine backup of all files.
Separate hard drive - SuperDuper backup of all files.
Online backup - initially data files and then all files.
Separate hard drive - At least two or three clones.

P.S. Lincoln Spector in August 2009 posted the following strategy
for storing valuable photos, videos and other digital heirlooms to
pcworld.com at tinyurl.com/cvwehfm, 7 Backup Strategies for Your
Data, Multimedia, and System Files:
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The Macworld staﬀ, which occasionally works on articles together,
posted the following article to macworld.com on December 14,
2015. tinyurl.com/q93xscn. © IDG Consumer & SMB..
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its services. Just choose Quit from the MacKeeper application
menu.)
When you've done that, drag the MacKeeper app to the trash.
You'll be prompted for your administrator's password. Enter it and
the MacKeeper app will move to the trash and a window will pop
up and oﬀer to uninstall the rest of its components. Click the
Uninstall MacKeeper button (don't bother selecting an option
about why you're doing so if you don't care to). This should
remove most of the files MacKeeper placed on your hard drive.

How To Uninstall Mackeeper From Your Mac
By Macworld Staﬀ

But not all of them. Although the window tells you that all
MacKeeper-related processes will be deleted, one crumb remains.
A MacKeeper Helper folder isn't removed. You can find it by
visiting this location: youruserfolder/Library/Application Support.
(To access this Library folder hold down the Option key and, in the
Finder, choose Go > Library.) Inside this folder is a
NoticeEngine.plugin file. Go ahead and toss the MacKeeper Helper
folder and this file will disappear right along with it. Empty the
trash, restart your Mac, and MacKeeper will be gone.
Reader Michael Downend is having diﬃculty ridding his Mac of a
utility he no longer desires. He writes:
How do I get rid of MacKeeper?
I won't go into why you'd want to. Some people have found
MacKeeper useful, others not. But many people I've encountered
are confused about how to delete it.
Versions of MacKeeper made in the last couple of years are
actually pretty easy to uninstall, but the process isn't entirely
straightforward. If you click on the MacKeeper menu in the Mac's
menu bar you won't find a Quit command, which might lead you to
believe that it can't be quit. Force quitting doesn't seem to work
either.
What you have to do is launch the MacKeeper app in the
Applications folder and then quit it. (If this is your first time running
it, no, you don't have to activate MacKeeper or sign on for any of
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HWS. and a web development & Internet marketing specialist.
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Apps are actual applications that are downloaded and
installed on your mobile device, rather than being rendered
within a browser. Users visit device-specific portals such as
Apple’s App Store, Android Market, or Blackberry App World in
order to find and download apps for a given operating system.
The app may pull content and data from the Internet, in similar
fashion to a website, or it may download the content so that it
can be accessed without an Internet connection. [EDITOR
BOLDING]

Mobile Website Vs. Mobile App: Which Is Best For
Your Organization?
By Jason Summerfield
If you're planning to establish a mobile presence for your business
or organization one of the first considerations that will likely come
to mind is whether you want to create a mobile application for
users to download (app) or a mobile website, or perhaps both.
Mobile websites and apps can look very similar at first-glance, and
determining which is most suited to your needs will depend upon a
number of factors, including target audiences, available budget,
intended purpose and required features.

Which is Better – an App or a Mobile Website?
When it comes to deciding whether to build a native app or a
mobile website, the most appropriate choice really depends on
your end goals. If you are developing an interactive game an app is
probably going to be your best option. But if your goal is to oﬀer
mobile-friendly content to the widest possible audience then a
mobile website is probably the way to go. In some cases you may
decide you need both a mobile website and a mobile app, but it’s
pretty safe to say that it rarely makes sense to build an app
without already having a mobile website in place.

What’s the Diﬀerence Between a Mobile Website and an App
(Application)?
Before you can evaluate the benefits of a mobile website vs. an
app it’s important to understand the key diﬀerences between the
two. Both apps and mobile websites are accessed on a handheld
devices such as smartphones (e.g. iPhone, Android and
Blackberry) and tablets.

Generally speaking, a mobile website should be considered your
first step in developing a mobile web presence, whereas an app is
useful for developing an application for a very specific purpose
that cannot be eﬀectively accomplished via a web browser.

A mobile website is similar to any other website in that it
consists of browser-based HTML pages that are linked
together and accessed over the Internet (for mobile typically
WiFi or 3G or 4G networks). The obvious characteristic that
distinguishes a mobile website from a standard website is the
fact that it is designed for the smaller handheld display and
touch-screen interface. [EDITOR BOLDING]

Advantages of a Mobile Website vs. Native Apps
If your goals are primarily related to marketing or public
communications, a mobile website is almost always going to make
sense as a practical first step in your mobile outreach strategy.
This is because a mobile website has a number of inherent
advantages over apps, including broader accessibility,
compatibility and cost-eﬀectiveness.

Like any website, mobile websites can display text content, data,
images and video. They can also access mobile-specific features
such as click-to-call (to dial a phone number) or location-based
mapping.

Immediacy – Mobile Websites Are Instantly Available. A mobile
website is instantly accessible to users via a browser across a
range of devices (iPhone, Android, BlackBerry, etc). Apps on the
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other hand require the user to first download and install the app
from an app marketplace before the content or application can be
viewed - a significant barrier between initial engagement and
action/conversion.

Reach – Mobile Websites Have Broader Reach. Because a
mobile website is accessible across platforms and can be easily
shared among users, as well as search engines, it has far greater
reach capability than a native app.

Compatibility – Mobile Websites are Compatible Across
Devices. A single mobile website can reach users across many
diﬀerent types of mobile devices, whereas native apps require a
separate version to be developed for each type of device.
Furthermore, mobile website URLs are easily integrated within
other mobile technologies such as SMS, QR Codes and near field
communication (NFC).

LifeCycle – Mobile Websites Can’t be Deleted. The average
shelf-life of an app is pretty short, less than 30 days according to
some research, so unless your app is something truly unique and/
or useful (ideally, both), it’s questionable how long it will last on a
user’s device. Mobile websites on the other hand are always
available for users to return to them.
A Mobile Website Can be an App! Just like a standard website,
mobile websites can be developed as database-driven web
applications that act very much like native apps. A mobile web
application can be a practical alternative to native app
development.

Upgradability – Mobile Websites Can Be Updated Instantly. A
mobile website is much more dynamic than an app in terms of
pure flexibility to update content. If you want to change the design
or content of a mobile website you simply publish the edit once
and the changes are immediately visible; updating an app on the
other hand requires the updates to be pushed to users, which then
must be downloaded in order to update the app on each type of
device.

Time and Cost - Mobile Websites are Easier and Less
Expensive. Last but certainly not least, mobile website
development is considerably more time and cost-eﬀective than
development of a native app, especially if you need to have a
presence on diﬀerent platforms (requiring development of multiple
apps).

Findability – Mobile Websites Can be Found Easily. Mobile
websites are much easier for users to find because their pages can
be displayed in search results and listed in industry-specific
directories, making it easy for qualified visitors to find you. Most
importantly, visitors to your regular website can be automatically
sent to your mobile site when they are on a handheld (using
device-detection). In contrast, the visibility of apps are largely
restricted to manufacturer app stores.

Support and Sustainability. The investment considerations of app
vs website don’t end with the initial launch; properly supporting
and developing an app (upgrades, testing, compatibility issues and
ongoing development) is more much more expensive and involved
than supporting a website over time.
When Does an App Make Sense?

Shareability – Mobile Websites Can be Shared Easily by
Publishers, and Between Users. Mobile website URLs are easily
shared between users via a simple link (e.g. within an email or text
message, Facebook or Twitter post). Publishers can easily direct
users to a mobile website from a blog or website, or even in print.
An app simply cannot be shared in this fashion.

Despite the many inherent benefits of the mobile web, apps are
still very popular, and there are a number of specific use scenarios
where an app will be your best choice. Generally speaking, if you
need one of the following, an app makes sense:
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application that needs to work more like a computer program than
a website, then an app is probably going to be required.

Interactivity/Gaming – for interactive games (think Angry Birds)
an app is almost always going to be your best choice, at least
for the foreseeable future.
Regular Usage/Personalization – If your target users are going
to be using your app in a personalized fashion on a regular
basis (think EverNote) then an app provides a great way to do
that.
Complex Calculations or Reporting – If you need something
that will take data and allow you to manipulate it with complex
calculations, charts or reports (think banking or investment) an
app will help you do that very eﬀectively.
Native Functionality or Processing Required - mobile web
browsers are getting increasingly good at accessing certain
mobile-specific functions such as click-to-call, SMS and GPS.
However, if you need to access a user's camera or processing
power an app will still do that much more eﬀectivley.
No connection Required – If you need to provide oﬄine access
to content or perform functions without a network/wireless
connection then an app makes sense.
As with any project, when developing an app you want to ensure
that your are getting an optimal return on your investment. What
you want to avoid at all costs is the needless and expensive
exercise of building an app to do something basic that can be
achieved with a mobile website.
In Conclusion
As long as mobile remains a relatively new frontier, the “app vs
web” question will remain a very real consideration for
organizations seeking to establish a mobile presence. If your
mobile goals are primarily marketing-driven, or if your aim is to
deliver content and establish a broad mobile presence that can be
easily shared between users and found on search engines, then
the a mobile website is the logical choice. On the other hand, if
your goal is interactive engagement with users, or to provide an
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Valley perspective.
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The Grand Unified Theory Of Apple Products

Much of this product expansion has come in the form of additional
models reaching lower price ranges. Apple followed a similar
method with the iPod in the early and mid-2000s. The diﬀerence
now is we are seeing this occur with multiple product categories at
the same time. Apple's expanded product line has contributed to
total revenues more than doubling to $234 billion in FY2015 from
$108 billion in FY2011.

By Neil Cybart

Explaining Apple's Product Line

There is much debate and intrigue regarding how Apple's
expanding product line fits together. The addition of an entirely
new product category with Apple Watch and new models such as
iPad Pro have led some to wonder if Apple is losing focus or is
unsure as to where the technology puck is headed. However, in a
somewhat unpublicized interview for the new iMacs this past
October, Phil Schiller, Apple SVP of Marketing, described a new
theory for Apple's product line, which I am calling "The Grand
Unified Theory of Apple Products." This theory provides a glimpse
into how Apple looks at the world and more importantly, some
clues as to where Apple product categories are likely headed over
the next few years.

One question that has been raised by Apple's continued product
expansion is how do all of these products fit together to produce
one cohesive platform and encourage a broader ecosystem? The
lines between product categories have become somewhat blurry.
Upon closer examination, Apple's methodology of explaining its
product line has matured over the years from talking about the
iPad and a product's unique role to including the Apple Watch on a
single product spectrum where personal choice is required to
decide which products to buy.
Unique Roles. When Apple announced the iPad in 2010, there
was much attention and resources dedicated to explaining why a
multi-touch tablet with a 9.7-inch screen should exist in a world
with 3.5-inch screen iPhones and 13-inch MacBooks. The implied
message was that the iPad would fit in most consumers' lives as it
was a device that could do a list of things better than both an
iPhone and a Mac. The iPad was given a very specific role to play.
The now infamous slide Steve Jobs used to introduce the iPad
(included below) is considered one of Apple's best marketing
slides. It includes iPhone on one side, Mac on the other, and space
in the middle with a list of various activities that can be done better
by a new type of device.

Product Line Expansion
One theme that has come to represent the Tim Cook era is
product line expansion. Over the past four years, Apple has
doubled its product lineup from 12 distinct models to more than
24, including a new product category. On a SKU basis, the growth
is even more noticeable when taking into account additional finish
options and various iPhone models geared toward specific mobile
carriers. The ability to not just ship hundreds of millions of iOS
devices each year, but to do so while oﬀering so many SKUs, says
a lot about Apple's supply chain prowess.
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The message behind the slide was simple: each distinct product
category possesses a diﬀerent ratio of personal technology and
power. The smaller the device, the more personal the technology.
Meanwhile, the large iMac is positioned as the ultimate computing
machine. The best choice as to what to buy or use is dependent
on the individual. All of a sudden, Apple had a way to explain
iPad's declining sales momentum (cannibalization by other Apple
products), while also planting the seed that not every one will want
an Apple Watch in the near-term. Instead, it's all about personal
preference. It seemed that Apple under Tim Cook was moving
towards a company tasked with selling a range of computing
devices to allow the average consumer to choose what makes the
most sense for him or her.

The intriguing aspect of the slide was that it was geared toward
consumers more so than analysts and technology pundits. Apple
made it very clear as to why someone should buy an iPad. Judging
from the early sales success, Apple's clear messaging worked.
However, the broader implication from this marketing was that
each Apple product had a particular role to play in our lives. Since
Apple sold a handful of products, it wasn't much of a stretch for a
consumer to buy every product category as each had its own
unique role. Fast forward five years, and the product dynamic has
changed to such a degree that the iPad seems like a redundant
device to many people. The space between an iPhone and Mac
continues to shrink, and iPad sales are declining. Apple's previous
strategy of selling the idea that there was room in our lives for
every Apple product category was beginning to come undone.
Apple needed a new way of explaining its product line.

While this message may seem to answer most lingering questions
regarding Apple's product strategy, it still contains a number of
drawbacks and questions. From a customer viewpoint, there is still
confusion as to how all of these products come together. Look no
further than the tricky iPad versus Mac debate. In addition, the
descriptions used for each device concerning powerful technology
on our wrist, in our pocket, or in hand are still somewhat vague
and open to interpretation. From an analyst viewpoint, Apple's
desire to look at its products on a spectrum has resulted in a
rather wide range of opinions, including many pessimistic views on
Apple's broader product strategy.

A Spectrum. At the Apple Watch introduction keynote, Apple
changed its tune when explaining its product line. Instead of
positioning product categories in such a way that each product
played a specific role in our lives, Apple began moving down the
path of consumers picking and choosing the devices that made
the most sense for them. The now classic, "product profile" slide
made its debut (pictured below). All of Apple's primary products fit
on one spectrum.
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describe the product. What is the Apple Watch? It is a device that
is supposed to handle a growing number of tasks once given to
your iPhone. What is the iPhone? It is a device that is supposed to
handle a growing number of tasks once given to your iPad. The
argument can be made that all of this is just theory and that reality
is not exactly keeping up with this vision, but that is exactly why it
is called "The Grand Unified Theory of Apple Products." Upon
closer examination, there is quite a bit of evidence to suggest that
this theory actually does a good job of describing Apple's product
line. In fact, Schiller's message provides the clearest clue yet as to
how Apple management views its product lineup, even more so
than the previous product theories put forth with the iPad and
Apple Watch introductions.

The Grand Unified Theory of Apple Products
This past October, Phil Schiller, in a rare interview with Steven
Levy, talked about the new iMac. He took the opportunity to
discuss a new way of thinking about the Apple product line, and I
found it to be most revealing from a strategic perspective. Instead
of describing how each product has a new unique role in our lives
or simply placing Apple's entire product category on the same
spectrum with an Apple Watch on one end and an iMac on the
other, Schiller gave each product a job: make consumers feel like
they don't need a larger, more powerful, Apple device in their lives.
Schiller's theory is best viewed by taking his comments to Steven
Levy and breaking them out by product category.

There are three major takeaways from Schiller's new product
theory:

Apple Watch: "The job of the watch is to do more and more things
on your wrist so that you don't need to pick up your phone as
often."

1) The Apple Watch is a classic Apple bet. The very fundamental
underpinning to Schiller's new product theory is that Apple Watch
holds the most potential for making technology more personal.
When looking at Apple's strategy over the years, the one
overarching theme that transcends everything is the desire to
make technology more personal, removing the barriers and
allowing consumers to develop new and engaging relationships
with technology. I continue to think the Apple Watch is being
underestimated as elevated expectations for the product were
reset over the past few months. The mistake many people
continue to make when thinking of Apple Watch is looking at it as
an inadequate iPhone replacement. Instead, Schiller's comments
about Apple Watch denote a subtle distinction - the Apple Watch's
role is to handle a growing number of tasks formerly given to the
iPhone. For now, those tasks may be just simple notifications and
things like checking time, but similar to how Apple handles
product development, the Watch will soon handle more in the way
of finance, health, identity, and communication. In many ways, the
Apple Watch is setting up a classic Apple bet that a simpler device
will eventually be able to handle many of the tasks currently given
to larger and more powerful devices.

iPhone: "The job of the phone is to do more and more things such
that maybe you don't need your iPad, and it should be always
trying and striving to do that."
iPad: "The job of the iPad should be to be so powerful and
capable that you never need a notebook. Like, Why do I need a
notebook? I can add a keyboard! I can do all these things!"
MacBook: "The job of the notebook is to make it so you never
need a desktop, right? It's been doing this for a decade. So that
leaves the poor desktop at the end of the line, What's its job?..."
iMac: "It's job is to challenge what we think a computer can do
and do things that no computer has ever done before, be more
and more powerful and capable so that we need a desktop
because of its capabilities. Because if all it's doing is competing
with the notebook and being thinner and lighter, then it doesn't
need to be."
The first thing to notice about Schiller's new product theory is that
it is actually a series of goals that also serve a dual purpose: help
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desktops, it is important to not get caught up by form factors but
instead to look at what all of these products have in common:
creating a experience. The simple fact that a device is used on a
desk, held in hand, worn on the wrist, or sat in, doesn't change
Apple's fundamental goal: make technology more personal.

2) Greater iPhone diﬀerentiation is coming. While the recent
debate has been stuck on whether the iPad can replace PCs, the
real discussion that we should be having is how iPhones are
replacing PCs. The iPhone is nothing more a smaller iPad. Of
course, that subtle distinction ends up being the diﬀerence
between a product selling 50 million units a year and 250 million
units a year. The iPhone's form factor gives it the secret to
success: mobility. Similar to how computing needs vary with the
Mac and iPad, this same variability will come to the device being
positioned to replace them. The writing is on the wall: expect the
iPhone line to see greater diversification with a Plus model
standing out from other models. So far, that diversification has
primarily taken the form of screen size, but over time I would
expect new ways for the Plus model to stand out from its iPhone
siblings.

For us to even be in a position to say that a 5-inch piece of glass
held in our hand can replace a MacBook or iMac should help show
that personal technology is about taking complicated tasks and
breaking them down into more granular tasks, which are then able
to be accomplished by smaller and simpler devices. This process
will continue until we find ourselves in a position to begin looking
up from our Apple Watches and iPhone screens but still feel
connected to the world. The connected room era will have oﬃcially
begun and Apple thinks those connected rooms will have four
wheels.

3) Don't expect an iPad/Mac hybrid. Apple will not follow
Microsoft down the iPad/Mac hybrid path. While it is easy to focus
on the iPhone and Apple Watch as the future, it is crucial to note
the role the Mac plays in Schiller's product theory. The Mac is the
device that pushes everything forward. It may sound extreme, but
Apple looks at a future Apple Watch as one day being just as
useful as a current iMac. However, that goal is only possible if the
iMac continues to receive the attention and resources to see what
is possible at the upper limits of personal computing. A iPad/Mac
hybrid would run against this trend as such a device is an explicit
acknowledgement that the Mac is flawed as a product category.
Instead, there is still much that can be done to push the Mac
forward.

December Meeting Minutes
I was not able to attend the December meeting and
did not arrange for a recording of the sessions. Thus,
no minutes are available. Sorry about that.
Mark Bazrod, Secretary
P.S. This means you had better attend the meetings
because you never know when minutes will not be
available.

A Roadmap, Not Destination
Schiller's grand product theory serves as a roadmap for where
Apple wants to bring its current product line over the next few
years, but it is important to not think of it as a destination. In a few
years, the work from Apple's Project Titan will represent a new
direction for Apple. While an electric car may not seem to fit in with
a portfolio of watches, smartphones, tablets, laptops, and
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and finish on another (a diﬀerent Apple TV or Mac, or even my
iPhone or iPad).
The big challenge has always been that handful of movies I expect
to watch multiple times. Since my Mac doesn’t have a Blu-ray
player, ripping it myself is out of the question. Even if it weren’t,
ripping a Blu-ray disc is more complicated than ripping a DVD.
Until recently my solution was to buy a Blu-ray disc and only
watch it in the den, where our only Blu-ray player lives.

On Acquiring Movies To Watch On Apple Devices
By Bob LeVitus
Technology is supposed to make things easier, but it makes buying
movies more complicated. Long ago, when brick and mortar video
stores ruled the earth, I had far fewer options. Today, rather than a
trip to Blockbuster Video, I face myriad technical considerations:

But last week I discovered a better solution whilst shopping at my
local Costco. I picked up a Blu-ray copy of Jurassic World and
was shocked to see the words, “also includes iTunes” on the box.

Do I buy a copy on a physical Blu-ray or DVD disc?
Do I buy a digital copy from the iTunes Store, Roku Store, or
Amazon.com (to name a few)?
and
Do I want to watch it on my Mac and iDevices, or only on a TV?
Therein lies the rub. See, almost all movies are copy protected.
That means that if I buy a movie on a disc, I can’t easily watch it
on my Mac, Apple TV, or iDevices. Of course I can create a backup
copy with Handbrake or NoteBurner M4V Converter Plus and
import it to iTunes. But that’s a lot of work; takes a lot of time; and
doesn’t always work, much less provide a watchable copy. And
even when it does, you end up with a slightly lower fidelity version
that may or may not be legal under laws protecting intellectual
property.
I only care to watch most movies once. So for as long as I can
remember, I’ve mostly rented movies — first on VHS, DVD, or Bluray; more recently on demand from the iTunes Store or Time
Warner Cable. At five bucks a pop, renting is a bargain and
convenient to boot (assuming you have reliable high-speed
Internet access and/or pay for cable). As a bonus, if I rent from the
iTunes Store, I can start watching on one device (Apple TV or Mac)

I had never seen a sticker like this before.
The package included both Blu-ray and DVD discs, plus a code for
an “Ultraviolet Digital HD copy.” That part scared me. Ultraviolet is
a copy protection initiative deployed by a consortium of 85
companies (movie studios, cable TV operators, ISPs, and more).
When I tried Ultraviolet in 2012, the experience was miserable — it
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There is one last thing... I pre-ordered the Blu-Ray of Roger Waters
The Wall a couple of months ago; when it arrived yesterday I was
pleasantly surprised to discover that it includes an Ultraviolet/
iTunes copy. So thanks, Ultraviolet, for (finally) getting it right.
Putting Blu-Ray, DVD, and iTunes versions of Jurassic World in a
single box for just $17.99 rocks! And getting the Ultraviolet/iTunes
version for free with my $14.99 Blu-Ray of The Wall rocks even
harder.
Note to the studios: Keep ‘em coming!
And that’s all he wrote…

It failed many more times than the three shown here.

But that iTunes thing on the box convinced me I should give
Ultraviolet another try and I’m glad I did; after a brief visit to the
Ultraviolet web site to register and type in the code, I clicked the
iTunes button and the movie appeared in my iTunes Library, where
I can sync it to my iDevices or stream it to my Apple TV.

Three versions for $17.99—that’s my kind of deal.
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Answer: Like the other file-sharing networks (Kazaa, Limewire (now
defunct), Gnutella, eDonkey, and Shareaza) Bittorrent's primary
purpose is to distribute large media files to private users.
Unlike most P2P networks, however, torrents stand out for 5
major reasons:

Torrents 101: How Torrent Downloading Works
Part 1) An Overview of Bittorrent P2P File Sharing

1. Torrent networking is NOT a publish-subscribe model like
Kazaa; instead, torrents are true Peer-to-Peer networking where
the users themselves do the actual file serving.

By Paul Gil
Question: What exactly is "bittorrent" sharing?
Answer: Bittorrent networking is the most popular form of
modern P2P (peer-to-peer) file sharing. Since 2006, bittorrent
sharing has been the primary means for users to trade software,
music, movies, and digital books online. Torrents are very
unpopular with the MPAA, the RIAA, and other copyright
authorities, but are much beloved by millions of college and
university students around the planet.

2. Torrents enforce 99% quality control by filtering out corrupted
and dummy files, ensuring that downloads contain only what they
claim to contain. There is still some abuse of the system, but if you
use a community torrent searcher like www.isohunt.com, users will
warn you when a torrent is a fake or dummy file.

Bittorrents (also known as "torrents") work by downloading small
bits of files from many diﬀerent web sources at the same time.
Torrent downloading is extremely easy to use, and outside of a few
torrent search providers, torrents themselves are free of user fees.

4. Torrents can achieve download speeds over 1.5 megabits per
second.

3. Torrents actively encourage users to share ("seed") their
complete files, while simultaneously penalizing users who "leech".

6. Torrent code is open-source, advertising-free, and adware/
spyware-free. This means that no single person profits from torrent
success.

Torrent networking debuted in 2001. A Python-language
programmer, Bram Cohen, created the technology with the intent
to share it with everyone.

Question: How exactly does bittorrent sharing work?

And indeed, its popularity has taken oﬀ since 2005. The torrent
community has now grown to millions of users worldwide in 2009.
Because torrents strive to screen out dummy and corrupt files, are
mostly free of adware/spyware, and achieve amazing download
speeds, torrent popularity is still growing fast. By straight
gigabytes of bandwidth used, bittorrent networking is the most
popular activity on the Internet today.

Answer: Torrent sharing is about "swarming and tracking", where
users download many small bits from many diﬀerent sources at
once. Because this format compensates for bottleneck points, it is
actually faster than downloading a large file from a single source.

How are torrents special? How is the torrent community
diﬀerent from Kazaa and other networks?

"Tracking" is when specific servers help swarm users find each
other.

"Swarming" is about splitting large files into hundreds of smaller
"bits", and then sharing those bits across a "swarm" of dozens of
linked users.
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1. Bittorrent client software (there are dozens of choices, all free
to install. See next page for software suggestions.).
2. A tracker server (hundreds of them exist on the Web, no cost
to use).

Special .torrent text files act as pointers during this whole
process, helping users find other users to swarm with, and
enforcing quality control on all shared files.

3. A .torrent text file that points to the movie/song/file you want
to download.

Comment: Torrent vs. Kazaa.

4. A Torrent search engine that helps you find these .torrent text
f5. iles. (See next page for torrent search links.)

Torrents are diﬀerent from the competing Kazaa network in one
significant way: torrents are true P2P sharing. Instead of "publisher
servers" dishing out files, torrent users do the file serving. Torrent
users voluntarily upload their file bits to their swarm without
payment or advertising revenue. You could say torrent users are
motivated, not by money, but by a "Pay-It-Forward" cooperative
spirit. If you recall the Napster.com model of the 1990's, bittorrent
swarming is the same, but with sharing incentive added.

5. A specially-configured Internet connection with port 6881
opened on the server/router to allow torrent file trading.
6, A working understanding of file management on your PC/
Macintosh. You will need to navigate hundreds of folders and
filenames to make file sharing work for you.
Setup Comment:

Torrent sharing goes like this:

At the very worst, it will take you about one day to set up your PC
or Mac for torrent swarming. If you don't employ a hardware router
or software firewall with your modem, then setup will likely take
only 30 minutes of choosing and installing your bittorrent client. If
you do use a hardware router or firewall (which is a smart way to
configure your home machine), you are likely to get "NAT" error
messages at first. This is because your router/firewall has not been
taught to "trust" your bittorrent data yet. Once you open digital
port 6881 on the router/firewall, the NAT messages should stop
and your bittorrent connection should work just fine. Check this
page for help on setting your Internet router.

if you share files via bittorrents, you will be rewarded with
increased download speed. Conversely, if you choose to "leech"
and not share your files upwards, you will be punished with slow
Torrent download speeds.
Download speed is controlled by torrent tracking servers
, who monitor all swarm users. If you share, tracker servers will
reward you by increasing your alotted swarm bandwidth
(sometimes up to 1500 kilobits per second). Similarly, if you leech
and limit your upload sharing, tracking servers will choke your
download speeds, sometimes to as slow as 1 kilobit per second.
Indeed, the "Pay It Forward" philosophy is digitally enforced!
Leeches are not welcome in a bittorrent swarm.

Question: What exactly are the Bittorrent download steps?
Answer, Part 1: Copyright warning. Unless you live in Canada, you
must understand that copyright laws are commonly violated by
P2P sharing. If you download/upload a song, movie, or TV show,
you do risk a civil lawsuit. Canadians are somewhat protected from

Question: How do I start using bittorrent?
Answer: Bittorrent "swarming" requires six major ingredients.
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and DSL modem users can expect an average of 25 megabytes
per hour, sometimes slower if the swarm is small with less than 2
seeders. On a good day with a big swarm, however, you can
download a 5MB song within 3 minutes, and a 900MB movie
within 60 minutes.

This lawsuit risk is a reality, and you must accept this risk if you
choose to download P2P files. Click here for more details on this
copyright controversy.

7. Once the transfer is complete, leave your torrent client
software running for at least two hours. This is called "seeding"
or "good karma", where you share your complete files to other
users.

Answer, Part 2: The torrent download process goes likes this:
1. You use special torrent search engines to find .torrent text
files around the Net. A .torrent text file functions as a special
pointer to locate a specific file and the swarm of people currently
sharing that file. These .torrent files vary from 15kb to 150kb file
size, and are published by serious Torrent sharers around the
world.

Suggestion: do your downloads just before you go to sleep at
night. This way, you will seed your complete files, you will increase
your upload/download ratio, and you will have complete
downloaded files by the time you wake up!

2. You download the desired .torrent file to your drive (this
takes about 5 seconds per .torrent file at cable modem speeds).

8. Movie and music plug-ins: you will likely need to install media
players and updated codec converters to play your downloads:

3. You open the .torrent file into your torrent software. Usually,
this is as simple as a a double-click on the .torrent file icon, and
the client software auto-launches. In other cases, this software will
even open the torrent file for you.

e.g Windows Media Player, DivX, RealAudio, Daemon Tools
Virtual CD/DVD. Click here for details on getting these plug-in
players.
e.g. XP Codec Pack and other coder-decoder converters.
Download the best codec packs here

4. The torrent client software will now talk to a tracker server
for 2 to 10 minutes, while it scours the Internet for people to
swarm with. Specifically, the client and tracker server will search
for other users who have the same exact .torrent file as you.

9. Enjoy your movies and songs!
10. Fair warning: you will want a second hard drive once you start
serious torrent downloading. Songs and movies require large disk
space, and an average P2P user commonly has 20 to 40 GB of
media files at any one time. A second 500GB hard drive is
common for serious P2P users, and the recent low prices on hard
drives make it a good investment.

5. As the tracker locates torrent users to swarm with, each
user will be automatically labeled as either a “leech/peer” or
as a “seed” (users who have only part of the target file, versus
users who have the complete target file). As you might guess, the
more seeds you connect to, the faster your download will be.
Commonly, 10 peers/leeches and 3 seeders is a good swarm for
downloading a single song/movie.
6. The client software then begins the transfer. As the name
“sharing” implies, every transfer will happen in both directions,
“down” and “up” (leech and share). *SPEED EXPECTATION: Cable
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That “Voice Feedback” option is the one we’re looking for, so tap
that.
You’ve got a few choices under there, but “Control with Ring
Switch” is what I’m talking about. As the text underneath it
describes, this’ll mean that if you’re not using “Hey Siri” or a
Bluetooth/CarPlay device, Siri’s audio will be controlled by the ring
switch on the side.

Ios 9: Control Siri’s Sounds
By Melissa Holt
One of the things about Siri that has always bugged me is just how
freaking loud it can be, embarrassingly so at times. Of course, you
can adjust Siri’s volume pretty easily—just invoke the voice
assistant by holding down the Home button, and then use the
volume buttons on the side. The secret there is that Siri needs to
be active when you turn the volume up or down.
In any case, though, what if you sometimes need to silence Siri
completely and make it give you a visual response only? You can
do that now, and I’ve been loving
the feature ever since I turned it
on. Check it out within Settings >
General > Siri.

So when you want Siri to respond to your requests, make sure
your device isn’t muted. When mute is on, Siri will answer with
onscreen text only. Neat! Now you won’t have to hear “IT’S
CURRENTLY 45 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT!” shouted at you when
you’re in Starbucks. After all, I admit that talking to my phone is
pretty dorky, but nothing takes it to the next level of social horror
quite like that top-volume robot voice.
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The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on October 15,
2015. tinyurl.com/gp3gq5a. © OSX Daily. Try the site. Lots of tips
and good info

Perhaps the easiest way to enter into Picture In Picture mode is if
you’re already in an active FaceTime video chat or watching a
video in a compatible player app:

How To Use Picture In Picture Video Mode On iPad

1. With FaceTime video call active, or a video playing, press the
Home button to shrink the video to the corner of the screen into
Picture in Picture mode
2. Open any other application as usual, the PIP video will stay in
the corner

Picture In Picture mode allows iPad users to open a floating video
player or FaceTime chat that persists in a small overlay while doing
other activities in iOS. For example, you could be working in Pages
or drawing in Notes while watching your favorite sports team in a
hovering player window with PiP, it works a bit like hovering a
video or FaceTime call over some other application window on a
desktop computer. This is a great multitasking feature for iPad
users, and it’s easy to use.

Picture in Picture mode of a video playing on iPad
Once the PIP video is playing, you can resize it or move it around
to elsewhere on the screen by tapping and dragging. You can also
tap once on the Picture In Picture video to see the video player
controls, like pause and play, or hangup and mute for FaceTime.

To use Picture In Picture (PIP) mode for video or FaceTime, you’ll
need iOS 9 or later, the rest is just a matter of accessing the
feature in one of several ways. The two easiest are with the Home
button or by manually sending a video or call into PIP mode.

Method 2: Entering Picture In Picture Mode from a Playing
Video Manually
Another approach is to manually send a video or FaceTime chat
into PIP mode:

Method 1: Enter Picture In Picture Mode from FaceTime or a
Video Player
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then tap to reveal the typical play / pause / volume controls
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Keep in mind that some apps do not yet support being sent into
Picture In Picture mode, but viewing from Safari tends to always
work. If you try to use PIP and the app crashes a good bet is to
update the application to the latest version. Also, Picture in Picture
requires an iPad Pro, iPad Air or later, and iPad mini 2 or later.

2. Tap on the icon in the bottom corner that looks like a smaller
box atop a larger box with a little arrow, this is the Picture In
Picture icon and it will shrink the video into PIP mode

This is just one of several major multitasking features that has
been introduced to recent versions of iOS that are exclusive to
iPad, two other prominent multitasking features for iPad include
split screen mode and slide-over. Due to screen size limitations, it’s
unlikely these abilities will come to the iPhone or iPod touch
anytime soon, even with the large display Plus iPhone.

Keep in mind if you’re playing a Picture In Picture video from
Safari, you must keep that Safari window / tab open, though of
course you’re free to background it or use another app.
Escaping PIP mode is the same in either case, just tap on the
video in Picture In Picture mode then tap again on the little
overlapping square icon on the video.

Picture in Picture mode button iOS
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The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on December 21,
2015. tinyurl.com/o67eon3. © OSX Daily. Try the site. Lots of tips
and good info

3. Under the “Import” tab, review and select the pictures you want
to import from the camera, iPhone, or memory card, then click on
the appropriate action:

How To Copy Pictures From iPhone, Camera, Or
Memory Card To Photos App On Mac

Import Selected – only import the pictures you have selected
by thumbnail into Photos app

Many Mac users rely on their iPhone as
their primary digital camera, but even if
you have a separate camera, or use a
variety of memory cards stuﬀed with
images, you may wish to copy pictures
from any of those devices directly into the
Photos app of OS X. Importing images
from any camera, iPhone, iPad, Android,
or memory card directly into Photos app
is really easy, so if you like using the
Photos app as your picture management software, you’ll be happy
to know that regardless of the device type, it’s a quick process to
copy the pictures directly into Photos app with little eﬀort.

Import All New Photos – import every new picture into Photos
app from the connected device

Importing directly from a camera or iOS device is convenient for
many users and it works very similar to importing images from the
file system into Photos app; you simply review the pictures and
choose to import them, and it’s done. It’s that easy.
4. Find the newly imported images in the “Photos” view as usual

How to Import Pictures Into Photos App Directly from a
Camera, iPhone, iPad, Memory Card

It can take a while to import the pictures, depending on how many
are stored on the camera, iOS device, or memory card, and the
speed of the USB connection if applicable. Just let the process
complete so you don’t miss anything.

As you likely noticed by now, Photos app opens automatically by
default when a camera or iPhone is connected to the Mac by
default, but even if you turned that feature oﬀ you can quickly
import pictures into Photos app very easily, here are the steps:

Remember, when you want to copy pictures from an external
device, always go to the “Import” tab in the Photos app, this is
where you’ll find the device(s) to copy the pictures from.

1. Connect the digital camera, iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, or
memory card to the Mac
2. Open Photos (if it hasn’t launched itself already, or if you turned
oﬀ the auto-open feature)
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Once the images have successfully imported into Photos app, you
can clear oﬀ the memory card or bulk delete pictures from the
iPhone or iPad to free up quite a bit of storage space if you’d like,
since the pictures are now stored locally on the Mac.

JANUARY 2016

memory card doesn’t matter, as long as the Mac can detect the
camera and pictures it will be an import option. If you already have
the pictures transferred to the Mac through another application like
Preview or Image Capture and stored in the file system but now
want to bring those into the Photos app, you can simply import
those image files into Photos app without having to pull them from
the camera or device again.

Note that we’re covering bringing pictures into Photos app directly
from an external device here, whether it’s an iPhone or camera or
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The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on August 15,
2015. tinyurl.com/pyjjzjc.. © OSX Daily. Try the site. Lots of tips and
good info.

How To Import Pictures Into Photos App In Mac OS X
Want to quickly import
images into Photos app on
the Mac? It’s quite easy to
bring new or old pictures
into the OS X Photos app,
and while there are actually
many diﬀerent ways to
accomplish the importation,
we’ll cover a few
particularly fast methods.

2. Navigate to and select the picture(s) you wish to import into
Photos app, then click on “Review for Import”
3. Choose “Import All New Photos” to bring all selected images
into the Photos app (Optionally: you can select and deselect
images into the review screen to narrow down the image import)

Whether you want to add pictures to Photos app from a folder on
your Mac, somewhere else in the file system, or an external drive,
we’ve got you covered.
This tutorial is primarily aimed at importing image files directly into
Photos app in OS X, but if you’d like to move an iPhoto library or
Aperture library into Photos app, another guide covers that with a
diﬀerent migration process.
Onward with importing new pictures into the OS X Photos app!

The pictures will be imported quickly into the open library and
automatically arranged by their date as determined by the images
EXIF data. You can then browse them and access them as usual in
Photos app for OS X.

Option 1: Importing New Pictures into Photos App with the
Import Menu
Perhaps the easiest option to bring new pictures into the Photos
app in OS X is to simply use the File menu Import option. You can
use this to access any image files contained within the file system
of OS X, whether the pictures are in a folder or several, on an
external hard drive, a mounted memory card, or anything else
accessible by the Mac Finder. Here’s all you need to do:

Option 2: Import Pictures into Photos App with Drag & Drop
from the File System
Want to initiate an image import with files from the Finder? Just
drag and drop them into the Photos icon:
1. Using the Finder, navigate to the pictures you wish to import into
Photos app

1. Open Photos app and pull down the File menu, then choose
“Import…”
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2. Select the pictures you want to import and drag and drop them
into the Photos app icon within the OS X Dock

JANUARY 2016

3. Review the pictures to import as usual and choose “Import All
New Photos” to bring all dropped pictures into the previously
chosen album

3.Review the pictures within Photos app and choose “Import All
New Photos”

Whether you drag and drop the pictures into an open album or just
into the Photos app icon, you’ll get the same review screen and
import button options:
Using drag and drop oﬀers a simple way to bring new pictures into
the Photos app of OS X. While you can drag and drop into the icon
as outlined above, another approach allows you to import image
files directly into new or existing albums:

The drag and drop methods work with individual image files, many
image files, importing a group of selected pictures, or even entire
folders of images.

Option 3: Import Images to an Existing or New Photos Album
with Drag & Drop

Drag & drop is my preferred method of bringing new pictures into
Photos app on the Mac, since it’s fast, eﬃcient, and oﬀers a quick
way to bring pictures in from any source available to the file
system, whether the images are stored on an external drive, a
folder somewhere on the Mac, pictures transferred to the
computer from an iPhone with a prior method or diﬀerent app, or
where ever else in OS X you have image files kept.

Want to import images directly into a Photos album with drag and
drop? That’s easy too:
1. Within Photos app, go to the ‘Albums’ tab and open the album
of choice (or create a new album if you wish by clicking on the +
plus button)

What about importing from digital cameras and memory
cards?

2. Now drag and drop the images you want to import from the
Finder directly into the open albums view of Photos app

With digital cameras and memory cards, you’ll find that Photos
app opens automatically by default when a camera is connected
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to the Mac, while you can turn this oﬀ if desired, it does make
importing pictures from cameras, memory cards, and iOS devices
extremely easy, which makes it a good feature to leave on for
many Mac users. The actual importation process is practically
identical to approaches outlined above, you just select the pictures
you want and import them, and it’s done!
Photos App Importing Notes & Troubleshooting
Finally, some important notes about importing images into Photos
app for OS X:

SPEAKER ROSTER FOR
MLMUG'S 2016 MEETINGS

If you’re bringing in pictures from a folder on your Mac, Photos
app will make a copy of the imported files, which may or may not
be desired depending on your preferences.

January 9
February 13
March 12
April 9
May 14
June 11
July 9
August 13
September 10
October 8
November 12
December 10

Each of these outlined import options will bring the pictures into
the current library. If you don’t want to do that, you can always
make a new Photos library upon application launch, just remember
you’ll have to juggle between multiple photo libraries which may
have diﬀerent pictures if you go that route. For most users, it’s best
to maintain a single library, though multiple photo libraries is quite
helpful for users who want to have a separate private image library,
or separation between a work image library and their personal
pictures, or other such use cases.
If you have imported a very large library of pictures but
thumbnails are not displaying properly, you can repair the Photos
library to resolve that issue and many other common problems
with Photos app.
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Leo A. Notenboom updated the following article to askleo.com on
February 23, 2013. tinyurl.com/pk92a4o. He has played with
computers since 1976. After 18 years at Microsoft he "retired" in
2001, but started Ask Leo! in 2003 to answer to common computer
& technical questions.

decide if they are the targeted recipient of the message and when
a message should be paid attention to or not.
The hub itself is blissfully ignorant of the data being transmitted.
For years, simple hubs have been quick and easy ways to connect
computers in small networks.

What’s The Diﬀerence Between A Hub, A Switch, And
A Router?

Switches
A switch does essentially what a hub does, but more eﬃciently. By
paying attention to the traﬃc that comes across it, it can “learn”
where particular addresses are.

By Leo Notenboom
Hubs, switches, and routers are all computer networking devices
with varying capabilities. Unfortunately, the terms are also often
misused.

Initially, a switch knows nothing and simply sends on incoming
messages to all ports:

What’s the diﬀerence between a hub, a switch, and a router?

Even accepting that first message, however, the switch has
learned something – it knows on which connection the sender of
the message is located. Thus, when machine “A” responds to the
message, the switches only need to send that message out to the
one connection:

In a word, intelligence.
Hubs, switches, and routers are all devices that let you connect
one or more computers to other computers, networked devices, or
even other networks. Each has two or more connectors called
ports into which you plug in the cables to make the connection.
Varying degrees of magic happen inside the device and therein lies
the diﬀerence. I often see the terms misused, so let’s clarify what
each one really means.

In addition to sending the response through to the originator, the
switch has now learned something else – it now knows on which
connection machine “A” is located.
That means that subsequent messages destined for machine “A”
need only be sent to that one port:

Hubs
A hub is typically the least expensive, least intelligent, and least
complicated of the three. Its job is very simple – anything that
comes in one port is sent out to the others.

Switches learn the location of the devices that they are connected
to almost instantaneously. The net result is that most network
traﬃc only goes where it needs to rather than to every port. On
busy networks, this can make the network significantly faster.

That’s it.

Routers

If a message1 comes in for computer “A”, that message is sent out
all the other ports, regardless of which one computer “A” is on:

A router is the smartest and most complicated of the bunch.
Routers come in all shapes and sizes – from the small, four-port
broadband routers that are very popular right now to the large
industrial strength devices that drive the internet itself.

And when computer “A” responds, its response also goes out to
every other port on the hub:
Every computer connected to the hub “sees” everything that every
other computer on the hub sees. The computers themselves
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A simple way to think of a router is as a computer that can be
programmed to understand, possibly manipulate, and route the
data that it’s being asked to handle. Many routers today are, in
fact, little computers dedicated to the task of routing network
traﬃc.
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What that means is that malware that might spread by trying to
independently connect to your computer over the network cannot.
All routers include some kind of user interface for configuring how
the router will treat traﬃc. The really large routers include the
equivalent of a full-blown programming language to describe how
they should operate as well as the ability to communicate with
other routers to describe or determine the best way to get network
traﬃc from point A to point B.

As far as simple traﬃc routing is concerned, a router operates
exactly as a switch, learning the location of the computers on its
connections and routing traﬃc only to those computers.
Consumer grade routers perform at minimum two additional and
important tasks: DHCP and NAT.

A note about speed
A quick note on one other thing that you’ll often see mentioned
with these devices and that’s network speed. Most devices now
are capable of both 10mbps (10 mega-bits, or million bits, per
second) as well as 100mbps and will automatically detect the
speed.

DHCP – Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol – is the way
dynamic IP addresses are assigned. A device asks for an IP
address to be assigned to it from “upstream” and a DHCP server
responds with an IP address assignment. A router connected to
your ISP-provided internet connection will typically ask your ISP’s
server for an IP address; this will be your IP address on the
internet. Your local computers, on the other hand, will ask the
router for an IP address and these addresses are local to your
network.

More and more devices are now capable of handling 1000mbps or
a billion bits per second (1gpbs).
Similarly, many devices are now also wireless transmitters that
simply act like additional ports on the device.

NAT – Network Address Translation – is the way that the router
translates the IP addresses of packets that cross the internet/local
network boundary. When computer “A” sends a packet out, the IP
address that it’s “from” is that of computer “A” – 192.168.1.2 in the
example above. When the router passes that on to the internet, it
replaces the local IP address with the internet IP address assigned
by the ISP. It also keeps track, so that if a response comes back
from somewhere on the internet, the router knows to do the
translation in reverse – replace the internet IP address with the
local IP address for machine “A” and then send that response
packet on to machine “A”.

This is an update to an article originally posted : November 19,
2003

A side eﬀect of NAT is that machines on the internet cannot initiate
communications to local machines – they can only respond to
communications initiated by those local machines.

What kind of router do I need? A router is a router is … actually,
there are several diﬀerent kinds of routers that are used in diﬀerent
situations. I’ll review the most common.

Read more:
How do I secure my router? Your router is your first line of
defense against malicious attacks from the internet. But is your
router secure? I’ll review the important settings.
How should I set up my home network? Once you add a second
computer to you’re faced with setting up a network, at least to
share the internet connection. Here are some general guidelines.

The net eﬀect is that the router then also acts as a firewall:
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What’s the diﬀerence between a router, a wireless router and a
wireless access point? Unfortunately, terminology has become
quite confused around routers and access points, I’ll describe
each, how they relate, and why diﬀerences matter.
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Log In to the Network Router

Footnotes and references
1: I use “message” here to keep things conceptually simple. The
more correct term would be “packet,” as each of these devices
operates on discrete packets of information traveling on the
network.

Bradley Mitchell posted the following article to about.com,
probably in 2015. tinyurl.com/4a6y83. © about.com. He is a
computer professional who has covered wireless and computer
networking topics for About.com since 1999.

How To Change The Default Password On A Network
Router

Example - Router Administrative Console Home Page - Linksys
WRK54G.
Log in to the router's administrative console through a Web
browser using the current password and username. Linksys
routers typically have the Web address http://192.168.1.1/. Many
Linksys routers do not require any special username (you can
leave blank or enter any name in that field). In the password field,
enter "admin" (the default for most Linksys routers) or the
equivalent password for your router.When successfully logged in,
you should see a screen like the below.

By Bradley Mitchell
Network routers are managed through a special administrative
account. Router manufacturers set a default username and default
password for this account at the factory, generally using the same
settings for all of their equipment. To improve the security of your
network, you should change the administrative password
immediately when installing the unit.
These pages walk through the steps to change the default
password on a common Linksys network router.
The exact steps will vary depending on the specific model of
router in use, but the process is similar in any case.
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Navigate to the Router's Change Password Page
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Save the New Password

Router Console - Administration Tab - Linksys WRK54G.
In the router's administrative console, navigate to the appropriate
administration / security section where the password setting can
be changed. In this example, the Administration tab at the top of
the screen contains the Linksys router's password setting. Click
the Administration button to open this page as shown below [Not
shown].

The password change is not applied on the router until you save or
confirm the change. In this example, click the Save Settings button
at the bottom of the page (as shown below) to have the new
password take eﬀect. You will see a confirmation window appear
briefly to confirm the password change was made successfully.
The new password takes eﬀect immediately; rebooting the router
is not required.

Choose and Enter a New Password
Choose a suitable password based on the standard guidelines for
strong password security. Enter the new password in the
Password box, and re-enter the same password a second time in
the space provided. Entering the password a second time ensures
you did not accidentally type in the wrong password the first time.
The location of these fields on the WRK54G console is shown
below. The characters you type are not shown by design; they are
replaced by dots as an added security feature.
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Tom Nelson posted the following articles to about.com October 26,
2015. tinyurl.com/hozj7ks © About.com. He is a consultant and
writer providing Macintosh training, advice, and support. He has
written hundreds of articles, tutorials, and product reviews. He
made the switch to Macs in 1985.
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In the case of the Magic Trackpad 2, the new internal battery
allowed Apple to redesign the original trackpad and eliminate the
battery bump that used to house the AA batteries. This allows the
tracking surface on the Magic Trackpad 2 to extend from the
bottom edge to the top, where in the past it stopped short of the
top, due to the battery compartment.

First Look: Magic Trackpad 2

The end result is a more rectangular form factor, vs. the square
look of the original Magic Trackpad. The new form factor also more
accurately resembles the shape of a typical monitor connected to
a Mac, allowing much more precision in tracking finger movement
and mapping it to your display cursor.

New Rechargeable Battery, Larger Tracking Surface, and Force
Touch Capabilities
By Tom Nelson

The other benefit of removing the old battery compartment is that
the Magic Trackpad 2 now has a lower profile, matching that of the
new Magic Keyboard.
This allows you to place the keyboard and trackpad next to each
other, without any change in height or angle.
Magic Trackpad 2 new wedge shape and larger surface.

Battery Charging

Apple’s Magic Trackpad 2 is significantly diﬀerent from the original
Magic Trackpad. It looks diﬀerent and feels diﬀerent, although it
can come close to mimicking the feel of the original, if that's what
you prefer.

The new Magic Trackpad 2 may be a wireless Bluetooth device,
but it comes equipped with a Lightning port and a Lightning to
USB cable, which is used for initial setup and charging.
The lithium-ion battery should last about a month between
charges, and unlike the Magic Mouse 2, you can continue to use
the Magic Trackpad 2 while you're charging the battery. In fact,
you could even turn oﬀ the Bluetooth capabilities and simply use
the new trackpad as a wired device, although there isn't much of a
reason to do so.

The reason for the change, and the ability to mimic the original, is
the incorporation of Force Touch and the haptic engine that can
simulate the feel of mechanical clicking. But the Magic Trackpad 2
includes other new features as well.
Magic Trackpad 2: New Look, New Battery

Charging time ranges from two minutes to perform a quick charge
that should allow around 9 hours of use, to two hours to fully
charge the battery for a month of use.

If there's a unifying theme for the new Magic peripherals released
by Apple in October of 2015 (Magic Mouse 2, Magic Trackpad 2,
and Magic Keyboard), it’s the removal of the AA batteries that used
to power the peripherals, and the addition of an internal
rechargeable lithium-ion battery to supply power to the devices.
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appealing. The question on most users' minds is probably, are the
new features enough to warrant an upgrade from the older Magic
Trackpad?

Bluetooth Pairing
The Lightning to USB cable is used to connect the Trackpad to
your Mac for initial setup. During the setup process, if the Magic
Trackpad 2 hasn't yet been paired to your Mac, the setup process
will perform the pairing for you, eliminating the problem of overthe-air pairing when you're in a Bluetooth-rich environment, such
as an oﬃce.

I think if you’re a trackpad user, you're going to like the changes. A
bigger surface area, a very nice surface feel, and the Force Touch
capabilities make the new Magic Trackpad 2 very attractive. And
let's not forget that you won’t need to worry about replacing
batteries anymore.

Force Touch
The Magic Trackpad 2 incorporates Force Touch, bringing Force
Touch capabilities to all Macs. The trackpad has four force sensors
that can detect the pressure with which you're pushing on the
surface. This allows the Magic Trackpad 2 to detect taps and deep
clicks. In addition, because there's no mechanical switch for
detecting clicks, the same amount of force can be used anywhere
on the surface to register a click, unlike the original Magic
Trackpad, where you needed to press a bit harder near the top
than the bottom to register a click.
With the mechanical switch gone, Apple uses a haptic engine to
simulate the feel and sound of clicking. The haptic engine is
adjustable, so you can set up your Magic Touchpad 2 to feel just
the original version, configure it for a light touch, or anything inbetween.
Gestures
The Magic Trackpad has no new gestures, although all the older
ones are still present. On the bright side, that means there aren't
any complicated new gestures to learn; on the down side, it seems
like Apple isn't using the Magic Trackpad to its full capabilities. My
guess is that we'll see new gesture support down the road, with
one of the El Capitan updates bringing new trackpad capabilities.
Final Thoughts
The Magic Trackpad 2 is a nice update, with worthwhile new
features that anyone who prefers a trackpad to a mouse will find
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The Macworld staﬀ, which occasionally works on articles
together, posted the following article to macworld.com on
December 18, 2015. tinyurl.com/h6keo5f. © IDG Consumer &
SMB.
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Price: Free
Google Photos
Google needed a pretty compelling argument to convince people
to let it store their private photos, and for me the Google Photos
app is just that. Google Photos uploads your camera roll to the
cloud, and you can access them on all your devices and on the
web. And that’s just the app’s most basic function. In addition,
Google Photos automatically organizes your pics based on where
and when you took them. Furthermore, similar photos get stitched
together into panoramas and GIFs—a great alternative to Live
Photos if you don’t have an iPhone 6s. But the best thing about
Google Photos is its impressive search capabilities. Searching for
“cat,” “beach” or even “camping” yields very accurate results. As
iPhone users continue building up their vast collection of personal
photos, search will become a more useful and eﬃcient way to in
browse through our photos. And while Dropbox oﬀers only 2GB of
free storage, and Apple oﬀers 5GB of free iCloud storage, Google
gives you 15GB for free, although that includes storage for Google
Photos, Gmail and Cloud Drive. —Oscar Raymundo

The Macworld Staﬀ's Must-Have Apps Of 2015
10 apps that made our year
Apple just announced its picks for the year’s top apps, with
Twitter’s live-broadcast app Periscope coming in at No. 1. Apple’s
selections are worth a look, but the Macworld staﬀ also has a few
favorites.
We test a ton of apps every year. Many are brand new, from indie
developers and major companies alike. Some are old favorites
given huge overhauls—no iterative updates here. We picked the
best new and revamped apps that now live on the first page of our
home screens. What were your favorite apps of the year? Let us
know in the comments.
DSCO

Price: Free

My favorite photo-editing app for the iPhone is VSCO Cam, thanks
to its tasteful filters and easy-to-use camera controls that provide
more manual options than the iPhone’s stock Camera app. So
when VSCO launched its first spinoﬀ app DSCO back in October, I
was almost immediately sold. DSCO is a GIF-making app that
integrates seamlessly with the VSCO experience: You launch
DSCO, snap a GIF series that can be up to 2.5 seconds long, then
import it to VSCO to use its editing tools to give your GIF the look
you want. From there, you can share it to Instagram, Twitter,
Facebook, Tumblr, or any of your other favorite social accounts. It
saves as both a GIF and MP4 video to your Camera Roll, so you’ll
have plenty of options to use it down the road. DSCO launched
right on the heels of Instagram’s Boomerang app, and while DSCO
may not be as whimsical as Boomerang (DSCO’s GIFs don’t play
in reverse like Boomerang’s do), its editing options can’t be beat,
which is why it’s my GIF-making app of choice. —Leah Yamshon

Overcast 2
I’ve never liked Apple’s Podcasts app, and I’ve used several
diﬀerent third-party apps. My favorite so far is Overcast 2. I love
the Smart Speed and Voice Boost features; the former lets you
accelerate a podcast, which comes in handy when I want to
squeeze in a show; the latter is great if your hearing isn’t as good
as it used to be or you’re in a noisy environment. The 3D Touch
support is a tap-saver and the Overcast Apple Watch app oﬀers
basic playback control but is still handy. If you haven’t downloaded
the latest episode of your favorite podcast, you can stream it over
Wi-Fi or your mobile connection, and Overcast’s storage manager
lets you see how much space a podcast is occupying and delete
saved episodes. Overcast is free, but you can become a patron
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and pay $1 per month for three, six, or 12 months. Your patronage
goes towards further development of the app. —Roman Loyola

mode, which lets you challenge friends to beat your score. —Susie
Ochs

Price: Free, with option to donate

Price: Free

Apple Music

HBO Now

Apple’s new streaming music service is a love it or hate it app that
came preinstalled with the iOS 8.4 update, so even if you never
use it, it now lives on your home screen. Apple Music didn’t win
over every Macworld staﬀer, but those of us who do use it happen
to love it. Apple’s streaming service isn’t perfect, but Siri
integration makes navigating the app’s not exactly intuitive
interface much easier, and its curated playlists are always on point.
We expect Apple to continue improving the service. Even if you
don’t use Apple Music, Apple’s entry into streaming is encouraging
competitors like Spotify and Pandora to improve their features,
too, which is a win for everyone. —Caitlin McGarry

The TV options for cord-cutters get better and better every year,
and one of 2015’s major triumphs was the launch of HBO Now. For
the first time, you can purchase an HBO subscription ($15/month)
without cashing in for a massive cable package. And it’s full-blown
HBO, too, oﬀering access to everything available across the
network. The HBO Now app is available on pretty much all of your
Apple devices—Apple TV, iPhone, iPad, and on your Mac via
HBONow.com—but it particularly shines on the iPad. Watching the
latest horrors of Game of Thrones unfold while cuddling up with
your iPad Pro? Yes, please. —Leah Yamshon
Price: $14.99 a month

Price: $9.99 a month

Corner

Alphabear

Finding the cheapest flight can be hit or miss, but Corner is a new
app that utilizes all potential data—like departure city, destination,
dates, and even weather—to surface all your options. Simply put
your departing city and where you would like to fly to and Corner
creates a calendar of flight dates that are color coordinated based
on price. This is very similar to Hopper, an app that was picked by
Apple as one of the best apps of the year. Both Corner and
Hopper search through the same online travel sites like Expedia
and Priceline, but Corner found a flight from San Francisco to Los
Angeles that was a few dollars cheaper than what Hopper found.
Perhaps more valuable than a few dollars saved is that Corner also
lets you find a flight by putting in your departure city and the exact
dates you would like to travel—let’s say an upcoming three-day
weekend. Corner shows you flights to a bunch of domestic and
international destinations and you can sort these results by price,
flight time or even by weather. —Oscar Raymundo

Our own You Should Play column has turned me on to a lot of
great games, and Alphabear is one from this summer that I’m still
obsessed with today. It’s a freemium word puzzle game—although
I immediately paid $4.99 for unlimited turns—from the same
people who brought you Triple Town. You build words from
Scrabble-like tiles in timed and untimed games, to unlock new
bears. The bears all have abilities that come in handy in future
games, like adding extra time to the clock, or making certain
letters last longer, or awarding bonus points for words of a certain
length.
Deciding which bears to use to solve each puzzle adds a layer of
strategy, and it’s fun to collect as many bears as possible as you
work through the levels. I also love how there are timed games for
when you have a minute to kill, as well as untimed games when
you don’t want the blood pressure spike of racing against the
clock. Just this month, developer Spry Fox even added a versus

Price: Free
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messages or get calendar alerts right on your wrist. Outlook for
iOS is a huge improvement from Microsoft’s previous Outlook app,
OWA for iOS, and has been on my iPhone home screen since it
launched in January. —Caitlin McGarry

Pacman 256
I didn’t catch Pac-Mac Fever when Pac-Mac first hit the arcades,
but I have it now, thanks to Pac-Mac 256. Instead of playing the
same maze over and over (as you would in the original game),
Pac-Man 256 features a never-ending maze—and in a callback to
the “fruit overflow counter” bug in the arcade version, the bottom
of the maze glitches out, so don’t get caught at the bottom! A
variety of power-ups—lasers, fire trails, giant Pac-Man, and more
—make the game more action-packed and put you on the
oﬀensive against Blinky, Pinky, Inky, and Clyde, the ghosts trying
to track you down. The game is free but you get “credits” that
allow you to keep playing and you can run out of them and you
have to wait to earn more credits. Buy the $5 in-app purchase for
unlimited credits, which let you play as much as you want—when
you have Pac-Man Fever, don’t fight it. —Roman Loyola

Price: Free
Tweetbot 4
I don’t mind when developers issue major updates as a new app,
especially when the developer is Tapbots and the app is Tweetbot.
It’s my preferred Twitter client on both my Mac and my iPhone, and
Tweetbot 4 is just about perfect. It’s got a brand-new, highly
addictive Stats feature that shows you how popular your tweets
are, as well as an Activity feed that mimics the Notifications tab in
the oﬃcial Twitter app.
But aside from those killer new features, Tweetbot is the best
because of what it lacks, which is basically everything annoying
about Twitter: No ads, no sponsored tweets, no weird “While you
were away” out-of-sequence tweets, no Moments tab. It even kept
the stars when the oﬃcial Twitter app switched to hearts. I love
Tweetbot and I’ll buy it again whenever they ask me to. —Susie
Ochs

Price: Free with in-app purchases
Microsoft Outlook
Switching from Gmail to Microsoft Outlook for your work email
client is a shock to the system, but Microsoft’s new Outlook for
iOS app makes the transition a whole lot easier. You can manage
your email inbox, files, and calendar in the app, which makes
working on the go much easier, and the app supports providers
outside of Outlook, like Gmail, iCloud, and Yahoo. Outlook for iOS
also filters your inbox into “focused” and “other” tabs, so emails
you want to read are culled from low-priority messages. There’s
even an Apple Watch version so you can quickly glance at

Price: $4.99
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Tim Fisher posted the following article to about.com on November
3, 2015. tinyurl.com/okju242. © About.com. He is a professional
freelance technology author, co-owner of a technology services
company for small businesses, and author of Windows 8 Basics in
30 Minutes, published by i30 Media.
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Beyond that, though, there are probably at least a few things you
didn't know about this ubiquitous piece of computing equipment:
1. The very first hard drive, the 350 Disk Storage Unit, didn't just
show up on store shelves out of nowhere but was part of a
complete computer system by IBM, released in September, 1956...
yes, 1956!

21 Things You Didn't Know About Hard Drives
That New 8 TB Hard Drive Would Have Cost $77 Billion in 1960

2. IBM started shipping this amazing new device to other
companies in 1958 but they probably didn't just stick it in the mail
- the world's first hard drive was about the size of an industrial
refrigerator.

By Tim Fisher

3. Shipping that thing was probably last on any buyer's mind,
however, considering the fact that in 1961 this hard drive rented for
over $1,000 USD per month. If that seemed outrageous, you could
always purchase it for a little over $34,000 USD.
4. An average hard drive available today, like this 8 TB Seagate
model at Amazon that sells for around $260 USD, is 300 million
times cheaper than that first IBM drive was.
5. If a customer in 1960 wanted that much storage, it would have
cost her $77.2 Billion USD, a little more than the entire GDP of the
United Kingdom that year!
6. IBM's expensive, monstrosity of a hard drive had a total
capacity of just under 4 MB, about the size of a single, averagequality music track like you'd get from iTunes or Amazon.
7. Today's hard drives can store a bit more than that. As of late
2015, Samsung holds the record for the largest hard drive, the 16
TB PM1633a SSD, but 8 TB drives are much more common.
8. So just 60 years after IBM's 3.75 MB hard drive was the best of
the best, you can get over 2 million times as much storage in an 8
TB drive and, as we just saw, at a tiny fraction of the cost.

Advertisement for a 10 MB Hard Drive. © XCOMP

All of our computers, big and small, have hard drives of some type
and most of us know that it's the piece of hardware that stores our
software, music, videos, and even our operating systems.

9. Bigger hard drives don't just let us store more stuﬀ than we
used to be able to, they enable entire new industries that simply
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couldn't have existed without these major advances in storage
technology.
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19. Unfortunately, neither traditional nor SSD hard drives can
continue to shrink forever. Try to store a piece of data in too small
a space and the very physics of how hard drives work breaks
down. (Seriously - it's called superparamagnetism.)

10. Inexpensive but large hard drives let companies like Backblaze
provide a service where you back up your data to their servers
instead of to your own backup discs. In late 2015, they were using
50,228 hard drives to do that.

20. All that means is that we'll need to store data in diﬀerent ways
in the future. A lot of sci-fi sounding technology is in development
right now, like 3D storage, holographic storage, DNA storage, and
more.

11. Consider Netflix, which, according to a 2013 report, needed
3.14 PB (around 3.3 million GB) of hard drive space to store all of
those movies!

21. Speaking of science fiction, Data, the android character in
Star Trek, says in one episode that his brain holds 88 PB. That's
much less than Facebook, it seems, which I'm not sure exactly
how to take.

12. Think Netflix's needs are big? Facebook was storing close to
300 PB of data on hard drives in mid-2014. No doubt that number
is a lot bigger today.
13. Not only has storage capacity increased, size has decreased at
the same time... drastically so. A single MB today takes up 11
billion times less physical space than a MB did in the late 50's.
14. Looking at that another way: that 256 GB smartphone in your
pocket is equivalent to 54 Olympic-sized swimming pools
completely full of 1958-era hard drives.
15. In many ways, that old IBM hard drive isn't that diﬀerent than
modern hard drives: both have platters that spin and a head
attached to an arm that reads and writes data.

NEEDED
New Product Reviewers. If you want to obtain a free Macrelated application, hardware, book, accessory, or training
package, all you have to do is review them for the MLMUG
Website and Newsletter. Just contact Maria Arguello, our
Vendor Liaison, at arguello10@verizon.net with the product’s
name and the vendor’s URL. She will try to get you a review
copy. You keep what you review.

16. Those spinning platters are pretty fast, usually turning 5,400 or
7,200 times per minute, depending on the hard drive.
17. All those moving parts generate heat and eventually start to
fail, often times loudly. The soft noise your computer makes is
probably the fans circulating air but those other, irregular ones, are
often times your hard drive.
18. Things that move eventually wear out - we know that. For that,
and some other reasons, the solid state drive, which has no
moving parts (it's basically a giant flash drive), is slowly replacing
the traditional hard drive.
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Includes 60-page user guide in PDF format.
Free trial available.
Works well with other backup tools, such as Time Machine.
Sandboxes are perfect tools for beta testers and developers.
Can use disk images as backup destinations.
Supports network backups.

Superduper: Tom's Mac Software Pick
Backups, Clones, Smart Updates, and Scheduling: Quite the
Super Hero

There’s no need to fear, SuperDuper is here! With apologies to
Underdog, Shirt Pocket attempts to be the superhero of Mac
backup software by taking what for many is a diﬃcult problem
(making a bootable backup of a startup drive), and turning it into a
simple, repeatable process that encourages you to keep your data
backed up.

By Tom Nelson
About.com Rating 4 Stars
SuperDuper 2.8 from Shirt Pocket is one of the easiest backup
apps I've ever come across for creating a bootable clone of a
startup drive. If that was all SuperDuper could do, it would still be
an excellent choice to be part of your Mac’s backup strategy, but
SuperDuper has a few more tricks up its sleeve that almost every
Mac user will find extremely helpful.

SuperDuper has long been one of the leaders in Mac cloning
software, making its first appearance in 2004, back when OS X
Jaguar and Panther were the big news in operating systems.
Over the years it has acquired both new features and a large
following that help it remain a popular cloning app for the Mac.

Pros
Creates bootable clones of a startup drive.
Easy-to-use interface.
Smart Update feature performs incremental updates to a bootable
clone.
Can create Sandbox clones, for testing new systems and
applications.
Supports scheduling to automate the backup process.
Lets you create custom backup scripts.
Compatible with OS X El Capitan.

Smart Updates
For the most part, Shirt Pocket has succeeded in creating an easyto-use backup application that not only creates bootable clones,
but can also perform incremental updates, called Smart Updates,
to an existing clone.
Keeping the clone current is one of the most often overlooked
aspects of creating backup clones.
That's where Smart Update comes in. Smart Update only copies
files that have changed to the clone, resulting in files either being
updated or deleted, to ensure the clone and the source are a
match. Because only the changes are being copied over, the
process is extremely quick.

Cons
Creating custom backup scripts can be intimidating.
No time estimate given during backup.

Sandbox
A nifty feature that will appeal to bleeding-edge Mac users, who
spend their days downloading and test-driving new applications,

Description
Requires OS X 10.7 or later.
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plug-ins, or beta software, is Sandbox. Sandboxes are special
bootable clones that share either your User data, or your User data
and the Applications folder, with the startup drive. A sandbox can
eﬀectively isolate your normal system while you try out new
system software, updates, and drivers, or test beta applications.

JANUARY 2016

Backup – user files: Similar to the all files backup, except it
ignores the system files and creates a non-bootable backup of the
various Home directories on your Mac.
Sandbox – shared users and applications: This creates a
bootable clone of your selected startup drive, but doesn't copy the
user data or applications. Instead, it creates links to the source
drive's copies of these items. You can then use the sandboxed
clone you created to install beta software and use the beta with
your existing user and application data.

Sandboxes are a handy way for Mac users participating in the OS
X Beta program to test their favorite applications with the latest
beta versions of OS X.
Scheduling
The scheduling feature is a great way to automate the Smart
Update process, and ensure that you have a very recent clone to
work from should something dastardly, such as your startup drive
failing, happen to your Mac.

Sandbox – shared users: This creates a bootable clone of the
system software and applications residing on the selected startup
drive. The user data, however, isn't copied over; instead, a link is
created that allows you to access your present user data, even
when working from a clone that will likely contain beta software for
testing.

Using SuperDuper
SuperDuper opens as a single-window application, with almost all
of its features and capabilities available from dropdown menus and
sheets with items to check oﬀ. The top of the SuperDuper window
has two dropdown menus; the first one is labeled Copy; selecting
this menu will list all of the available attached storage devices you
can use as the source for a clone or backup. The second
dropdown menu is similar, although this time, you select the
destination for the clone or backup.

Below the dropdown menus, SuperDuper displays text describing
what will happen when you click the Copy Now button. At this
point, you can start the backup process by clicking Copy Now,
select additional options, or schedule the copy to occur later or on
a recurring basis.
Final Thoughts
SuperDuper 2.8 is an easy-to-use cloning and backup app that
should meet the needs of almost all Mac users. It works well with
the latest version of OS X (OS X El Capitan at the time of this
writing). The handy scheduling feature, which allows you to
automate the Smart Update process, is a bonus.

Just below these two dropdown menus is a third dropdown menu
(did I mention that SuperDuper loves dropdown menus?), for
selecting the type of backup that will be performed. This menu
actually selects a backup script to run, which instructs SuperDuper
how to perform the backup you wish to do. SuperDuper comes
with pre-made scripts that cover 95 percent of all backup
scenarios, but if you’re an advanced user, you can create your own
script, either by modifying an existing script, or creating your own
from scratch. The built-in backup choices are:

SuperDuper v2.8 is $27.95. A demo is available.

Backup – all files: This is the classic clone, creating a duplicate of
the selected storage device. If the source device is a bootable
startup drive, the clone will also be bootable.
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mispronounced by Steve Jobs. In all that time, SpamSieve has
been kept up to date, and remains one of the best anti-spam
choices you can make for your Mac.
SpamSieve runs on your Mac as a preprocessing plug-in for your
mail client. Because of how SpamSieve works, running its filtering
routines on incoming mail before the actual mail client gets the
data, SpamSieve can remain your spam filtering system even if
you change mail clients. Getting tired of Apple Mail, and thinking
about moving to a competitor, such as Outlook?

SpamSIeve: Tom's Mac Software Pick
Get Rid of Spam Quickly So You Can Get Back to Work
By Tom Nelson
SpamSieve from C-Command is by far one of the most powerful
spam filtering systems available for the Mac. SpamSieve works
with the most popular email clients, including Apple Mail, Airmail,
Outlook, Gmail, and iCloud. It will also work with just about any
mail server, including those using POP, IMAP, or Exchange
protocols.

Not an issue for SpamSieve. Just install the SpamSieve plug-in for
the new mail client and you're good to go.
Installing SpamSieve
Installation is a three-step process, starting with the basics of
dragging the SpamSieve app to your /Applications folder.

SpamSieve makes use of Bayesian spam filtering techniques, and
whitelists and blacklists that are easy to manage; it even displays
just how spammy it thinks an incoming message is.

Once it's installed, you need to instruct your mail client to use
SpamSieve.

Pro

The method for installing the SpamSieve plug-in diﬀers slightly
from client to client, but there's nothing diﬃcult about the process.

Runs on your Mac, not on a remote server somewhere.

The final step is to train SpamSieve about what is and isn't spam.
The process starts when your mail client receives a message.
SpamSieve will intercept the message, examine the message
details, and then move the message to either your mail client's
inbox or a spam folder. Your job is to go through the spam folder
and mark the messages that aren't spam; you'll also need to
check your inbox, to see if SpamSieve missed any messages that
are spam, and mark them as such.

Highly adaptive Bayesian filter that quickly learns from new
spam messages.
Works with just about any mail provider service.
Maintains a whitelist to guarantee message delivery.
Maintains a blacklist to keep known spammers at bay.
Cons

Over time, SpamSieve will learn which is which, and become very
accurate at detecting and correctly processing spam for you. If
you would like to speed up the training process, you can use any
spam messages you already have within your mail client, and mark
those as spam using SpamSieve.

Must be trained by each user to learn what spam is.
Training time can be long, depending on the amount of
spam a user receives.
SpamSieve has been around for quite a while. I remember using it
with Eudora on my Mac, back when OS X Jaguar was being

Using Web-Based Mail Systems
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Web-based email systems, such as Gmail, Yahoo!, and iCloud, can
also be used with SpamSieve, although not directly through a web
interface. Instead, you'll need to set up your current mail client to
access your web-based mail using the POP, IMAP, or Exchange
protocol. Almost all of the popular web mail systems provide one
or more of these standard mail protocols as an alternative for
accessing their mail servers.

JANUARY 2016

I found SpamSieve easy to set up. Its spam learning system was
easy to train, and much quicker and more accurate than Apple
Mail's built-in spam filtering system. In fact, Apple Mail and
SpamSieve make very powerful partners for fighting spam.
If you have spam problems, and really, who doesn’t, and your mail
client is having a problem accurately separating spam from normal
mail, give SpamSieve a try. It may be just the app you need to
keep spam at bay.

Once you have the web mail accounts set up in your mail client,
you can use SpamSieve just like you would for any standard mail
system.

SpamSieve is $30.00 A demo is available.

Whitelist
SpamSieve can maintain a whitelist, which is a list of email
addresses from which you're always willing to receive email.
SpamSieve can use your Contacts list as its whitelist source. You
can also have the whitelist include anyone you've sent email to, on
the premise that you wouldn't send messages to spammers.
Blacklist
SpamSieve usually refers to this as a blocklist; both names seem
to be used on occasion. No matter what you call it, a blacklist is a
list of rules that define a message as originating from a spammy
source.
The rules can be as simple as the sender’s address is equal to
postmaster@spammystuﬀ.com. Or it can be far more complex,
with rules that include looking at the message content for specific
words or patterns. For example, while I was testing SpamSieve, I
was receiving messages with the subject line Gift – Cards.
SpamSieve was good enough to add any message with that
unusual subject line to the blocklist.
By using rules to control the blocklist, SpamSieve allows you to
create rules that work even when the sender’s name or address is
constantly changing.
Final Thoughts
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me, but more on that later. With Bluetooth 4.0, the Apple TV can
reportedly work with any Bluetooth compatible keyboard; however,
there are numerous complaints that the Apple TV’s Bluetooth
feature doesn’t work. Considering it is a first generation product,
running an entirely new OS, some bugs are to be expected. I am
sure Apple will issue an update to fix that problem.

By Stan Horwitz
On October 30th, I logged onto Apple’s online store and ordered an
Apple TV. Ordering an Apple TV is a simple process because only
two models are available; a 32GB capacity model for $149 and a
64GB capacity model for $199. No other options are available.
Both versions are only available in the same black color as the 3rd
generation Apple TV unit, which is still being sold, for $69. I
ordered the 32GB model, based on Apple’s guidelines.

Included in the box with the Apple TV is a power cable and a USBC to Lightning cable. The purpose of the USB-C to Lightning cable
is a mystery to me, considering that Apple says the USB-C port is
only for use in service and support. Besides those items, is an
advanced remote control unit, which Apple calls “Siri remote.” This
Siri Remote is kind of like an Apple Magic Trackpad that you can
hold in the palm of your hand, but you can also talk to it via Siri,
hence, its name.

The new Apple TV is an interesting device; it is slightly larger than
its predecessor in all dimensions and slightly heavier. The new
Apple TV eﬀectively turns an HDTV set into a giant iPad. Unlike the
iPad, the Apple TV’s operating system isn’t iOS; it is called tvOS.
Due to the ability of tvOS to run third-party apps, the new 4th
generation Apple TV has far more capabilities than the 3rd
generation Apple TV.

When I plugged my Apple TV in and connected it to my 48” HDTV,
it told me that it could use Bluetooth to automatically configure it
from my iPhone, so I followed the on-screen directions by holding
my iPhone (note: auto setup requires iOS 9.1) close to it, so it
could acquire all the relevant settings (e.g., wifi, iCloud, etc.). That
didn’t work. Nothing happened. I got curious, so I started to
Google the problem and I looked on Apple’s online Apple TV
community forum, but all I found was other people asking about
the same problem, but no solutions. The Apple TV refused to pair
with my iPhone via Bluetooth, so it appears that its Bluetooth 4
technology isn’t working properly at this time. I ended up setting
up my new Apple TV manually, which was easy. A quick Google
search and a look on Apple’s online community forum showed me
that the automatic Bluetooth set up feature isn’t working for a lot
of people.

New apps can be installed on the Apple TV via the App Store app,
just like on iOS devices and Mac OS X. Thus far, the apps that are
available for the Apple TV are mostly the same video apps that
come with previous generation Apple TVs, except that you now
have to manually install the apps you want. Out of the box, the
Apple TV comes with TV, Movie, and Music apps to play iTunes
content and the Airplay feature, but that’s it. I subscribe to NetFlix
online streaming service. I had to install the Netflix app from the
tvOS app store. Ditto for the YouTube app. No big deal, but it was
something extra I had to do.
Note that you need a TV that has an HDMI port in order to use the
Apple TV. There are no other video or audio output ports on it.
There is a port for a USB-C cable, but Apple says it is only there
for support and servicing. There’s an HDMI 1.4 also a port to plug
in a power cable, which is included in the box, and a 10/100MBS
ethernet port. I am using my Apple TV on my Comcast wi-fi router.
It also supports Bluetooth 4.0, which doesn’t appear to work for

Out of the box, the new Apple TV has very limited functionality.
Only a few apps are pre-installed on it; most of which allow iTunes
content to be played via iTunes or from a locally shared iTunes
library. You can also view photos from your Photos library if you
enable Home Sharing. If you previously purchased an iOS app via
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one of your other Apple devices, it will show up in the “purchased”
tab if its compatible with the Apple TV.
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As you might guess from its name, the Siri remote has a dedicated
Siri button on it and a dual-microphone. Press the Siri button and
Siri wakes up. Hold down the Siri button to talk to Siri. You can ask
Siri many (not all) of the same things you can with Siri on iOS
devices. On tvOS, you can also ask Siri to find whatever movies
and other media content you are interested in. Thus far though, Siri
seems like it only finds videos and movies in its iTunes Store, not
on Netflix, as far as I can tell, but I suspect that omission will be
fixed soon.

In order to download and install new apps on the Apple TV, you
must have an iTunes Store account and it must be funded with a
gift card or a credit/debit card. Most current iOS apps are not tvOS
compatible, but two of my previously purchased iOS apps are. I
bought the game Badlands a while ago for my iPhone, but I never
bothered to play it until I got my Apple TV. Badlands is a wonderful
game app that works fabulously on the Apple TV. It is a fun game
with amazing graphics! I also have the free Speed Test iOS app,
which I installed on my iPhone ages ago to test Internet speeds. It
works fine on the new Apple TV.

The Siri remote’s touch pad allows for easy navigation through the
various Apple TV screens and menus, as well as playing games.
The remote has a non-removable rechargeable battery, which can
be charged many times via its Lightning port. Battery life is, of
course, dependent on each person’s usage pattern, but Apple
says the remote control unit’s battery will last a month between
charges with “typical” use.

The number of tvOS compatible apps is very small right now;
however, I am sure a wide range of new apps for the Apple TV will
become available in short order. Right now, there are a variety of
video service apps, such as ESPN, Hulu, Netflix, as well as several
games that vary in price from $0.99 to $5.99. I suspect some
productivity apps will be available for the Apple TV, such as Pages,
Numbers, and Keynote. The Apple TV is compatible with iCloud so
it should be able to access whatever you have on iCloud if an app
is available for tvOS to do it. One iOS app I really hope is ported is
the Amazon Prime video app, so I can watch Amazon Prime video
content directly on my Apple TV. As a workaround, I can play my
Amazon Prime videos to it via my iPhone and AirPlay, but it would
be easier with a dedicated Apple TV app.

All-in-all, I like the combination of new Apple TV and Siri remote
control unit. Despite the rocky start with the automatic
configuration feature not working, I think I will get a lot of good use
out of it. Since the value of this product depends on the quality
and availability of tvOS apps for it, it is hard to judge its overall
usefulness so soon after Apple released it, but I think the new
Apple TV has enormous potential once more apps are available for
it and the tvOS Bluetooth problem is fixed.
I rate the new Apple TV 4 out of 5 Apples. Were it not for the Apple
TV’s Bluetooth problem, I would have given it a higher rating. I will
give a demonstration of my new Apple TV at the January MLMUG
meeting, barring any snowy weather problems.

The Siri remote control unit has an accelerometer and gyroscope,
so it can be used to play games, much like the Nintendo Wii does
with its controllers. The remote is also touch sensitive via a glass
surface on its upper half. The top is all black; the bottom is
brushed aluminum. The remote control is automatically paired with
the Apple TV unit via its IR-unit. Using Siri on it is as easy as on an
iPhone.
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AI and Humans

decisions on front page news for print media, or at least they aren’t
admitting otherwise.

What’s Happening

But Google News makes no apology for relying entirely on
algorithms: “Google News is a computer-generated news service
that aggregates headlines from more than 50,000 news sources
worldwide, groups similar stories together, and displays them
according to each reader's interests.”

By Kathy Garges
The story of current events, the news, is at least
as important to humans as “once upon a time” narratives
(discussed in last month’s column). Television, Internet websites
and social media technologies have had a negative impact on print
journalism in recent decades, to the point where it’s barely
newsworthy to mention. The survival of venerable newspapers
continues to be in jeopardy, whether or not they oﬀer a paid or free
digital subscription.

Knowing something about the human or algorithm that is filtering
news stories, or doing the reporting, the investigation and analysis,
is a key component for understanding the possible assumptions
and biases of a news article. Our democratic government in the
U.S. is dependent on freedom of speech and on our ability to
analyze information to uncover hidden biases. The Atlantic, a
venerable periodical that includes news analysis, reported in 2009
that media coverage immediately following the nomination of
Sonia Sotomayor to the U.S. Supreme Court was dominated by an
“attack dossier” prepared on her (and on each likely candidate)
that had been fed to news networks in advance by the
conservative Judicial Confirmation Network.

That doesn’t mean non-print journalism has it easy. Uncertainty
about viable business models for journalism continues on all
technology platforms. For example, in 2015 Facebook and Twitter
launched livestream video capability. How will this innovation
aﬀect Internet websites of television news organizations?

A human reporter broke the “attack dossier” story, but artificial
intelligence is starting to play a helpful role in news analysis and
investigative reporting. The MIT Media Lab is at the forefront of
technology and AI projects of this kind, designed to help humans
figure out what’s happening in our new “digitally mediated
networks.”

Artificial intelligence is proving to be a friendly technology for all
kinds of journalism. AI also benefits human consumers of news,
from those news junkies among us who try to reduce our FOMO
(fear of missing out) to those of us who want to limit our news
intake but stay reasonably well-informed.
In the past couple of years, print newspapers have started to use
big data AI to help boost subscription rates to make up for
plummeting ad revenues. The New York Times hired a Columbia
University mathematician to be “chief data scientist.” The Wall
Street Journal hired a diﬀerent Columbia University professor, a
statistician, to head a similar eﬀort to improve the company’s
business model.

One such project is the Journalism Mapping and Analytics Project
(JMAP), which generates a news comparison using “network
analysis and algorithmic inference.” The prototype in development
displays, side by side, news published by established media
outlets and the Twitter comments of the journalists who
researched and wrote the stories. At a later stage, the project will
add comments on the articles posted on Twitter by the public. The
purpose is to “shed… new light on such issues as bias, originality,
credibility, and impact.”

The New York Times seemed puzzled when it reported on the use
of search engines and data analysis by online news sites to
choose featured news. Apparently human editors still make the
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Another concern in journalism is the perceived decline in local
investigative reporting, a major source of pride for print
newspapers. Modeling a possible new framework, two staﬀ
members of the Geraldine L. Dodge Foundation reported on this
issue on the website of the Columbia Journalism Review.

JANUARY 2016

The slogan of website Upworthy is: “Things that matter. Pass ‘em
on.” TED Talks oﬀers: “Ideas worth spreading.”
We also have an unprecedented opportunity to shape and
participate in the journalism of the future. Why not include in your
news sources a journalist, news organization or website that
covers news about developments in journalism, such as the
Columbia Journalism Review, the Center for Cooperative Media or
the MIT Media Lab? And then, add your two cents!

They cited the recent exploration of the topic by Margaret Sullivan,
the public editor of the New York Times, and then described the
work of the Dodge Foundation’s Center for Cooperative Media. To
illustrate how cooperative media works, the journalists include a
link to “’Dirty Little Secrets,’…a massive year-long collaboration
investigating New Jersey’s toxic legacy.”

Sources and additional information:
Queenie Wong, “Social media and news: Facebook and Twitter
continue to transform journalism,” SiliconBeat, December 23,
2015, http://tinyurl.com/go4whrd

The Center website includes a number of innovative online and
technology resources. For example, the Center sponsors the NJ
News Commons, an exciting idea in aggregating news that
includes a Twitter feed of the same name. Just imagine what could
happen when this cooperative media initiative begins to implement
AI journalism tools now in development, like JMAP.

Antonio Regalado, “Unsubscribing? The New York Times Wants to
Predict That,” MIT Technology Review,” February 12, 2014, http://
tinyurl.com/klgkqw5
John Markoﬀ, “A Fight to Win the Future: Computers vs. Humans,”
The New York Times, February 14, 2011, http://tinyurl.com/hfssn2k
(Thanks to Deane Lappin for this reference.)

Despite the proliferation of news pipelines, real time news
coverage is often unavailable. This is especially noticeable in the
case of disasters, earthquakes for example, when it takes hours to
get basic information from the disaster area, and days to get
substantial information. AI drones have been used to provide
important news coverage of breaking news in a few situations, but
using drones for journalism is still in the beginning stage and is
dependent on developments in Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) rules. The FAA is still working on rules for drones that strike
an appropriate balance between safety and privacy issues on the
one hand and news coverage and other valuable uses of drones
on the other.

About Google News, http://tinyurl.com/o9n2omt
Mark Bowden, “The Story Behind the Story,” The Atlantic, October
2009, http://tinyurl.com/oq36q2e
Deb Roy, Sophie Chou, Pau Kung, Neo Mohsenvand, and William
Powers, “Journalism Mapping and Analytics Project (JMAP),”
http://tinyurl.com/gqunpjq
Molly de Aguiar and Josh Stearns, “Investigative local reporting
has a future – but it won’t look like the past,” Columbia Journalism
Review, December 18, 2015, http://tinyurl.com/jgqoc8s

The net impact of technology on journalism seems to be positive.
We now have much greater access to global news, to news from a
variety of sources and viewpoints, to news that reports positive
events, and to news that conveys information about possible
solutions to problems. For example, the mission of GOOD
magazine is: “Champion a new era of living well and doing good.

Drone Journalism Lab, http://www.dronejournalismlab.org/
GOOD magazine, http://magazine.good.is/
Upworthy, https://www.upworthy.com/
TED Talks, https://www.ted.com/talks
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MLMUG PHOTO OF THE MONTH
JOST PANORAMA
Taken by Dale Fletcher
Dale advises that he had taken a series of vertical shots and used Photoshop CS3 to stitch them together.
As usual, a beautiful pano making us long for the tropical weather this January.
Sally Bazrod, Photo Editor

Technical Details
Date: April 25, 2010
Location: Jost VanDyke, a small island near Tortola, British West Indies
Camera: Olympus Digital Camera
Exposure: 1/500
Focal length: 6.7
F number: 4
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